
END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT 
 
RESTRICTIONS 
Customer’s use of the Terra Cover ReaLSAT Processing Block provided with the UP42 service is               
subject to the following: 

A. Terra Cover is a third-party beneficiary of UP42’s rights under any agreement with             
Customer in order to enforce intellectual property rights, but is not a party thereto and               
shall have no obligations thereunder. 

B. Except as permitted elsewhere in this Agreement, only Customer’s named user who            
originally consumed the Terra Cover Processing Block may access, manipulate, or           
otherwise use the Processing Block. Customer must have an active connection to the             
UP42 service in order to consume the Terra Cover Processing Block and may not store or                
cache the Processing Block or outputs. Customer may not publicly provide           
representations of the Terra Cover Processing Block in a manner that would enable a              
third party to scrape, compile, or enhance another set of data or information with the               
Terra Cover Processing Block or outputs. 

C. If Customer is an agency, department, or other entity of any government, any other              
public entity, or funded in whole or in part by a government, then Customer hereby               
agrees to protect the Processing Block from public disclosure and to consider the             
Processing Block exempt from any statute, law, regulation, or code, including any            
Sunshine Act, Public Records Act, Freedom of Information Act, or equivalent, which            
permits public access and/or reproduction or use of the Processing Block. In the event              
that such exemption is challenged under any such laws, this Agreement shall be             
considered breached and any and all right to retain any copies or to use of the                
Processing Block shall be terminated and considered immediately null and void. Any            
copies of the Processing Block outputs held by Customer shall immediately be            
destroyed. If any court of competent jurisdiction considers this clause void and            
unenforceable, in whole or in part, for any reason, this Agreement shall be considered              
terminated and null and void, in its entirety, and any and all copies of the Processing                
Block and outputs shall immediately be destroyed. 

 


